The Apple of God’s Eye
Paul Solomon Reading #0867-L-07O5-FA-TS, 8/11/76, Brick Town, N.J.
You are as the perfect creation of a Father whose needs you satisfy. Begin to think of
self as not only a masterpiece of God's creation, but the apple of His eye, that is, in the
sense of being that most precious in all His universe. Begin to think of your relationship
with the Father in that manner, so that feeling appreciated by God, you might appreciate
the self. And the relationship to the Father will change from one of a relationship to a
condemning and judgmental Father to one of the object of a devoted and doting lover.
Begin to think of the relationship with God in such a manner.
Feel self appreciated. You'll find the quality of life changing. You will literally find those
about you and life itself treating you in a different manner as the result of placing
yourself in new juxtaposition to the universe and universal forces. The influences of the
stars will even change in their paths as regard the influences upon your life. Lessons
will change; will take on new scope and purpose. And relationships will become mature
relationships.
Then let there be a time of becoming still, that there be time of an examination of self in
relation to that the Father is. Let there be a time of becoming still and seeking that
power that has given life within you, the power that lives within you. That which has
breathed life into his body is God, the nature of God. And that you are is that He loves.
Begin to see self as something precious, so precious to that power that it cares
sufficiently to correct conditions in the body as we call healing, to build strength and
energy and such. And when things are done in harmony with that Divine person, that
Divine purpose which gives life and energy, then there will be sufficient energy for
facing all things.
Now think of these things and set new values by developing a regular relationship with
that Force that is God. Visit with that closeness, with the appreciation of life force itself
within yourself, twice or three times daily, visiting with that, becoming still in a meditative
mood, listening for the highest within. You will attract to the self in these times that you
seek.
Then seek the highest, the highest purpose. Seek understanding of it. And building this,
building calm and peace and acceptance, go forth to meet the day. And how can you be
sure, then in this or that activity or relationship that I am not entering a wrong thing?
How can I be sure of making no mistakes? Better be sure that you are able to accept
mistakes when they are made saying this: 'I know my intent for this day to be pure and
of the highest purpose. If after forming such intent and purpose I made a mistake, so be
it. I will accept that and accept it without condemnation of self. I will learn from it and
grow, but I will not become guilty or condemning of self or think self less worthy. I will
enter into each relationship and situation with gusto, with energy and with life, and so
entering, enjoy these things.’
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Find new metabolism building from this approach to all things about you. And could the
Father condemn such an approach? It is the very entering of life itself. It is the manner
of growth, and it is in harmony with Divine will. Approach these things in this way and
grow through it.
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